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The ATFA Gala Awards Dinner was held in Melbourne on the 23rd July
with over 220 people in attendance and a great night was had by all. It was a
wonderful night where as an industry, we get to celebrate what we do well. We
take a piece of wood and turn it into a beautiful timber floor. My thanks to the
record number of entrants for all the awards this year and special congratulations
to all the winners. The quality and professionalism truly does the ATFA proud.
A special thanks to all the sponsors of the night with particular thanks to the
major sponsors HURFORDS HARDWOODS and SIKA. Also a big thank
you to the staff of the ATFA who made the night come together so well.
In conjunction with the Gala Awards Dinner was the introduction of Timber Flooring
Week. This new initiative by ATFA is to encourage member businesses to hold their
own trade day or social event in the days leading up to the Gala Dinner. I want to
thank those companies that participated and allowed those travelling from interstate
to not only enjoy the Gala Dinner but also be involved in training and networking.
The Board of the ATFA hope to expand and improve on Timber Flooring Week next
year and once again hold it in conjunction with the ATFA Gala Awards Dinner.
I have been reminded in the past couple of months from a couple of friends
facing serious health issues the importance of staying positive. These two very
strong people have the right to feel self-indulged and pessimistic regarding
the health battles they face. Yet they both insist on finding a positive from their
experience. In both cases, these incredible people have turned to helping others.
Sometimes we can’t control what happens to our health but we can control how
we respond to these challenges. For those of you facing any such battle, please
stay positive, please talk about your issues and remember, you’re not alone.
TOGETHER WE GROW.
Cameron Luke
President ATFA
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ATFA update October 2016

CEO update...
Making sure you get paid... Off the back of the annual renewal cycle, it’s clear that many
members struggle with making sure they get paid by builders and consumers alike. In recent
months, we’ve had many calls on this topic so if this sounds familiar, you’re not alone.
Assuming you have done a good job, ATFA has many weapons
in the arsenal to help ensure you get paid. But there’s a first
principle here, and that’s that you need to be as professional in
the management of your business as you are in the technical
aspects. Unfortunately, there are too many people out there
who think nothing of creating a problem for you in an effort to
negotiate you down or get out of paying altogether (on the hope
you’ll just give up) – it’s hard to identify these people upfront but
there are some things you can and must do to protect yourself.
First thing, keep at hand a copy of ATFA Information
Sheet #13 Making sure you get paid, as it covers all
these steps and more. Here are some of the vital
steps to use, no matter how big or small the job:
• Make sure your quote is detailed and specifically outlines what
you’ll do and importantly what you won’t do (members can
download a Master Quote Form free from the ATFA website).
• Always use a contract, it is a requirement under

• For larger jobs, apply progress payments and only commence
the next stage once you have payment for the previous stage.
• When dealing with a builder or company, undertake a credit
check. These are affordable and quickly identify a rogue operator.
• Do a final walk through with the client and get a
physical sign-off once the job is complete.
• Expect to receive your final payment
within the agreed timeframe.
• If you run into a non-payer or ‘creative problem finder’ (who
delays or tries to get the price down by running you around)
issue a Letter of Demand (you’ll find a sample in ATFA
Information Sheet #13). Typically give the client 7 days to pay.
• If the non-paying client does not respond to the Letter
of Demand, send in an authorised debt collector. These
aren’t expensive in comparison to how much a person
might owe you and technically, the client cannot refuse

consumer laws (members can download a Master

the debt collector’s approach unless there is a formal

Contract free from the ATFA website).

dispute about the work (formal as in it now involves

• Keep all contact with your client in writing (anything

a third party eg. lawyer, inspection, tribunal etc).

verbally agreed should be followed up with email

• If all else fails, it’s time to get a lawyer involved. ATFA has a

confirmation), this is highly valuable and it doesn’t

network of lawyers in most locations around the country

matter how honest and reliable you think the client is.

who are able to assist members over the phone for free and

• Collect the allowable deposit for your State/location

provide a quote for any legal work that may be required.

- within Australia deposit limits are legislated - see

As always, we are at the end of a phone for our members and

ATFA Information Sheet #2 Contract Information.

will always try to help you through such circumstances.
Randy Flierman
ATFA CEO

Specialising in quality
kiln dried hardwoods,
Spotted Gum, Iron Bark,
Blackbutt & Tallowwood,
in 19mm Flooring 14mm
overlay, decking, cladding
and internal lining board.

p 07 41294976
e info@howardsawmill.com.au
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Sponsored by...

ATFA Gala
Awards dinner
The 2016 ATFA Gala Awards Dinner, held at the wonderful
Dockside location in Melbourne was an amazing night,
reflecting the best the timber flooring industry has to offer.

ISSUE 33 | 2016
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ATFA Gala
Awards dinner
continued
ATFA Awards for excellence...
ATFA Contractor of the Year
Sponsored by Lagler Australia
Winner: Sam Marafioti – Aarrans Timber Flooring Solutions
Cameron Luke of Lagler Australia presented the Contractor
of the Year award to Sam Marafioti of Aarrans Timber Flooring
Solutions. If there is one thing that defines this contractor,
it’s his lifelong dedication to the industry and his selfless
approach to lift his own skills as well as those around him.
Twenty years in the industry, Sam is now one of
the most sought out craftsman in his State.
He regularly advises his peers and customers alike,
happily at his own time and expense – believing strongly
in a philosophy of helping others makes us all better! He
never seeks recognition and give’s time and materials
regularly to Men’s Shed and a local wood school. He is
a massive advocate for ATFA, telling everyone to join.
He is widely recognised for his skills and generosity.

ATFA Employee of the Year
Sponsored by Boral
Winner: Morgan Pritchard – James Henry Ltd
Stephen Dadd presented the Employee of the Year
award to Morgan Pritchard of James Henry Ltd.
“Morgan’s contribution to James Henry Ltd has been
outstanding in the past seven years. He started as a junior
machinist and now runs our factory”, said Chris Northmore
the owner of James Henry Ltd. “We produce T&G flooring
and parquetry manufactured from timber recovered from
demolition sites. Due in large part to Morgan’s efforts, the
factory output has grown significantly and we now enjoy
the enviable reputation for delivering precisely machined
product, accurate tallies and excellent customer service”.

We were very pleased to win two awards in the 2016
ATFA Floor of the Year Awards in July.Winning these
awards is significant for us and for our team.
For us as business owners it recognises the unrelenting focus that
it takes to run a business, continually maintain standards, and
attempt to keep ahead of the competition. The floor that won
the Recycled Floor of the Year was a long time in planning, and
required a number of components to come together and line up
nicely.We brought in the recycled stock some time earlier, thinking
“this is pretty unique, we can do something special with this”. It
needed the right customer, building a unique house, designed by a
visionary architect, and backed by an adequate budget. It also took
several rounds of samples, many hours of consultation, careful and
precise custom manufacturing, and patient, diligent and skilled
installation and finishing crews. It’s great to have this recognised.

The specific project aside, I think the biggest thing we get out
of winning an award like this is the recognition for our team,
all of the guys, not just those who put on the finishing touches
and often get the praise.We are fortunate to get to undertake
some unique and really great work, and it’s often the layers
and sanders who get the recognition. It’s very satisfying for
the guys in the factory to be able enjoy the glory too.
Morgan Pritchard, our Factory Manager, was very pleased to win
Employee of theYear. He started with us in a hands-on workshop
position, and seven years later he runs the factory. It’s inspiring for the
team to see that there is progression available within our business, and
that the standard we operate at is up there with the best in Australasia.
We’ve also enjoyed some complimenting emails and phone calls
from clients and competitors. It’s very nice to be recognised.
Chris Northmore – James Henry Ltd.
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ATFA Sales Representative of the Year
Sponsored by Embelton Flooring
Winner: Richard Tesoriero – Floormania
David Embelton presented the Sales Representative of the
Year award to Richard Tesoriero of Floormania. Richard
was doing administration work and acted as a sales
representative in our showroom at Concord, according to
owner John Elasi. His job comprised of all sales enquires,
booking site measurements dealing with client/customer
relations. For the past 5 years, Richard has been an integral
part of the business consistently developing ideas and
implementing strategies for the growth and development
of the business. He has had significant input in countless
areas of the business such as marketing and promotion
and this is evident through his assistance and input for the
development of our Smooth FM and WSFM radio campaigns.

ATFA Apprentice of the Year
Sponsored by Bostik Adhesives
Winner: Christopher Simpson - Shaun’s Floors
Dean McCormack presented the Apprentice of the
Year award to Chris Simpson of Shaun’s Floors.
Chris has come a long way as an apprentice, especially in the
last 12 Months, according to his employer Shaun Furminger.
Shaun had one of his qualified workers leave about 12 months
ago and Chris has stepped up to the role very well. Shaun
is always confident that when he sends Chris out to a job
it will get a fantastic finish in a reasonable amount of time.
He will always take the time to ensure everything is done
right and will look after the customer’s home. Chris is even
beginning to show the new First year apprentice the ropes.

ATFA Distributor of the Year
Sponsored by Auswest Timbers
Winner: Floormania
Cameron McDonald of Auswest Timbers presented the
Distributor of the Year award to John Elasi of Floormania.
Floormania Trade is a new business in the Floormania
brand. They stock all the major brands for all tradies
and general consumers across Sydney. Supplying all
trade consumables and accessories, Floormania is a
business that prides itself on continuous improvement
and structured growth. It does this based on providing
excellent facilities and exceptional customer service.

ISSUE 33 | 2016
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ATFA Gala
Awards dinner
continued
ATFA Awards for excellence...
ATFA Showroom of the Year
Sponsored by Loba Australasia
Winner: SE Timber – Victoria
Brett Scarpella from Loba Australasia presented the
Showroom of the Year award to Elise Salter, Zak Refai and
Dominic Sefton of SE Timber. The moment a customer
first steps through the doors on to the pristine Blackbutt
Herringbone patterned mosaic finger parquetry at SE
Timber’s new Richmond showroom, they realise they’ve
entered our world of ‘ingrained quality’. With focused
attention to detail, SE Timber showcases a huge range
of solid timber, laminate, engineered flooring, mosaic
parquetry and block parquetry. When teamed with
knowledge and experienced customer service staff, SE
Timber’s Richmond showroom is the complete package.

ATFA Innovative Product of the Year
Sponsored by the Australian Timber Company
Winner: Better Timber Floors for QuikBrace
Zak Refai of the Australian Timber Company presented
the Innovative Product of the Year award to Paul Gaunt
of Better Timber Floors. The QuikBrace is a genuine
revolution in laying floors. For the first time ever, this
proprietary patented technology, can make the process
of laying flooring a single person job. The QuikBrace is
faster and easier than standard floor laying methods where
multiple people use hammer and chisel or traditional
floor clamps. The QuikBrace is so easy to use that any
professional floor installer and any handy person can pick
it up and start using it straight away to complete flooring
jobs. It’s easy to assemble and increases productivity.

ATFA recognised one Honoured Member on the night,
John Hollis from Oakdale Industries – Tasmania.
Only the fourth person to ever be awarded the honour,
John Hollis of Oakdale Industries was made an Honoured
Member of ATFA. The award recognises John’s exceptional
and selfless service to the timber flooring industry.
A passionate supporter of our industry, John has served
people with a disability by creating meaningful and
fulfilling jobs in the timber industry through his role at
Oakdale. John also served as ATFA President between
2012-2015 and continues to serve as an ATFA Board
Director. The standing ovation of over 220 of John’s peers
said it all. ATFA’s sincere thanks to John for everything
he has done over the years and the difference he
continues to make to ATFA and the industry at large.

8
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Awards sponsor, John Shelton of
Sika Australia presented the awards
to the winners and runners up.

Floor of the Year Awards 2016...

Overall Floor of the Year
Winner (left): Hilston Wood Floors in partnership with Scribed Flooring and United Wood
Floors Australia, Jim Hilston, Corrine Chapman and Greg Ceglarski accepted the award.
Runner Up (right); Queensland Timber Flooring, Todd Durrer accepted the award.

Receiving one award in 2014 was immense. To be honoured
with a second Floor of the Year award in 2016, for our
small business, is quite amazing. As I have mentioned to
any who would listen - I am a jaded old tradesman and it
takes a bit to move me these days. This award does that.
When I was in Melbourne at the awards ceremony I looked
around the room observing the gifted tradespeople surrounding
us – so many of whom could have done this job. It is to these people
that we owe the award. Our exposure over the years to selfless
tradespeople who are willing to share their knowledge and experience
with the industry has provided the tools that enable us to say yes
when that question is asked... can you do this special thing?
This award is a celebration of a team of excellent tradespeople with
superb back up – the ATFA. David Hayward was consulted regularly
and our trade partners – Scribed Flooring (Prep and install) and

United Wood Floors Australia (sanding) were outstanding. On a
project of this nature, confidence in the team is paramount and
having worked with both businesses previously, we did not have
to go far to find the necessary skill and experience required.
Hilston Wood Floors was the only name recommended to the
designer (Artnow International) through two separate enquiries
to the industry and we may thank the 2014 FoTY award
for that privilege! With so many exceptional tradespeople
in our industry, the question is not whether we could do the
job but rather that we were offered the job. For having that
confidence placed in our business we will always be grateful.
Thanks to all our friends and partners in the ATFA for laying the
foundations that enabled our business to be involved in such a project.
Jim Hilston – Hilston Wood Floors

Residential Site Installed Award
Winner (left): Hilston Wood Floors in partnership with Scribed Flooring and United Wood
Floors Australia, Jim Hilston, Corrine Chapman and Greg Ceglarski accepted the award.
Runner Up (right): Access Timber Flooring, Paul Kiely accepted the award on behalf of Rod Holm.
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ATFA Gala
Awards dinner
continued

ATFA wishes to thank everyone who
participated and attended the event.

Commercial Site Installed Award
Winner (left): SE Timber, Zak Refai accepted the award.
Runner Up (right): Better Timber Flooring, Paul Gaunt accepted the award.

Recycled Site Installed Award
Winner (left): James Henry Ltd, Chris Northmore accepted the award.
Runner Up (right): RP Quality Floors, Steve Surmei accepted the award.

Manufacturer Factory Finished Floor Award
Winner (left): Goodwood Flooring, Sammy Edwards accepted the award.
Runner Up (right): Scribed Flooring, Corrine Chapman and Greg Ceglarski accepted the award.

10
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SikaBond® -58 Wood Floor
Solvent Free polyurethane timber
flooring adhesive
i-Cure Technology
Solvent Free
No unpleasant Odour
Easy Spread
Low VOC
Green Star Compliant

SikaBond®
Timber Flooring Systems

SikaBond® –T55(J)

High Strength, polyurethane
timber flooring adhesive
Low VOC
Excellent bead stability
High bond strength
Flexible adhesive allows for the
natural movements of timber

aus.sika.com
1300 22 33 48

Sika® Primer MR Fast

Water based epoxy primer,
moisture regulator and
surface consolidator
Fast Drying - 4hrs
Easy Application
Applies white - dries clear
No Odour

Sika® Primer MB

3-in-1 epoxy primer,
moisture regulator and
surface consolidator
One coat application
Very low moisture vapour
emission rate (MVER)
Solvent free - 100% epoxy
Blue tint

Sikafloor® Level Pro

High performance self
levelling underlayment
Levels from 0mm—50mm
Fast drying; floor coverings
18- 24hrs
Great levelling capacity - highly
flowable

SikaBond® Trowel

Trowel for SikaBond
wood floor adhesives
B11 Notch Size 5mm x 6.1mm
Notches on 3 sizes
Rubber Comfort Handle
Carbon Steel Construction

Project profile...

Built in 1920 in Hawthorn
Victoria, Scotch College is a
prestigious school with suitably
impressive buildings throughout
the grounds. The sense of awe
really hits when entering the
Memorial Hall and our reason
for being there, the installation
of a new parquetry floor to stand
the test of time and last another
100 years.
When we first stepped onto 450m2 of 96 year old
Jarrah block parquetry, we could feel the blocks floating
on the concrete slab underneath. Most were being
held together purely by the coatings applied over the
decades and held down by the weight of the pews.
The damage was due to a combination of moisture issues
which had caused the original rigid black bitumous
tar adhesive holding down the blocks to sheer off the
slab and break the bond. After determining the cause
of damage, and investigating the external environment,
we agreed on the steps that needed to be taken.

Scotch
College Memorial
Hall,
Hawthorn
Victoria
Work completed by
D. Borthwick and Sons Pty Ltd.

12
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Filler?
I Don’t See
No Filler!

At the start of works we broke the bond of the original coatings that were
binding the parquetry blocks together and pulled up the areas that were still
adhered. Once we’d removed the parquetry, we found that the concrete slab
had dropped up to 30mm in the area directly under the more recently installed
1000kg+ organ. Lifting up the organ by scissor lifts, we tied the dropped
section of slab back into the main body and bulk filled with concrete.
Next we had our 335kg/700mm triple head planetary rotating concrete grinder
make a first pass to take the top off the bitumous adhesive, then a second
pass over to expose the top layer of concrete. We then installed two coats of
epoxy membrane, installed the hearing induction loop system, then pumped
in a concrete self-levelling agent. We sourced new matching parquetry from
Western Australia and began to install and sand and finish with four coats.
The moisture issues responsible for the initial damage were addressed at the
beginning of rectification works and every necessary step taken to ensure it would not
happen again. By repairing the floor and putting the hard work and care back into the
building’s parquetry floors, we believe that we’ve given the building the respect it so
richly deserves and have no doubt that the floor will be there for the next 100 years.

Timbermate
Woodfiller
So Good,
You’ll Never Know
It’s There!

www.timbermate.com.au
Toll Free: 1800 35 4811
ISSUE 33 | 2016
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Member profile...

LIVOS
32 years & still
going strong.
The neutral/positive health effects of the coatings have
always been paramount in the creation and development
of Livos products. Since 1984 Livos has been declaring its
full list of ingredients on each product manufactured.
After working extensively in the coatings industry in Switzerland,
Roberto and Angela Petruzzi and daughters, relocated to
Angela’s home town of Melbourne. Their passion for safer and
healthier coating products came with them from Switzerland.
Robert quickly found work with a large company laying,
sanding and coating timber floors. He soon discovered a
general resistance to the idea of natural and safe coatings.
Angela undertook business studies. In 2000 Anro Floorcare,
a specialist floor sanding service using only safe and natural
finishes, was born. The Anro reputation grew quickly and the
company re-structured and the first apprentice was employed.

Fuelled by their passion to bring safer and
healthier coatings to public prominence they
leapt at the chance to become the Australia
wide distributorship of Livos, Australia’s
premier ecofriendly range of products.
Their extensive practical experience in the field of natural
coatings in Australia and overseas has ensured Anro’s position of

Due to demand in the early 70s a
group of scientists and technicians
created a range of paints and
coatings based on natural raw
materials. Out of this the then unique
manufacturing company LIVOS
Plant Chemistry Ltd was born.

being a leading specialist in this field within Australia. They have
personally experienced the issues that can and do arise when
using such products. Anro has many case studies demonstrating
not only the durability of the products but also how much
more economical they are over their traditional varnish rivals.
They have also conducted industry workshops in Melbourne.
Over the last decade, various codes and regulations have
changed, not only in Australia but worldwide. Many issues still
face the industry and VOCs is one of these. For example, orange
oils have natural VOCs yet they are very safe to use and live
with. Product knowledge is, to Livos, paramount so Tradesman
and consumers can make the best choice for themselves.
Having The City of Melbourne use Livos coatings on many
of their public buildings is further testament to the safety,
durability and ease of maintenance of the products.
Livos products have been recognised in the print
media throughout Australia, have featured on
Grand Designs and won International awards.
Livos and Anro continue to be pioneers for the use of safer
and healthier coatings being used extensively in Australia.

ISSUE 33 | 2016
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Technical article...

Re-coating
pre-finished floors...
not a mystery!

Brett Scarpella, ATFA Inspector & Instructor, Loba Australia

For the floor sanders of the world, the solid timber flooring producers, and for coating
manufacturing folk such as myself, there has been no greater source of trepidation or
fear this decade than that created by the continued presence of the “prefinished floor”.
Obviously these things have existed for more than a decade but let’s face it the earlier
models had some issues, once referred to as pretend floors, fit for use in disposable
situations where taste or added value were never questioned. They could never be
preferred over the beloved solid timber floor, and surely sanity would once again prevail!

I still recall the day like it was yesterday, sitting in the office

The fear among many was of course that these “beasts”

of a large supplier, being shown a new product and offering

would make us all redundant - who will need a floor sander?

my learned opinion, I may have uttered the words “erk that...

or solid timber? or coatings?.... Fortunately it would seem that

It will never catch on”, you should stick with the timber and

lots of people do. Whilst the incalculable metres of imported

cork – or words to that effect. In hindsight I’m pretty sure that

bamboo, solid prefinished floor, prefinished engineered,

supplier is glad they went with the product they did - despite

prefinished Oak (of varying origins), and more recently,

my well-meaning guidance or misguidance as it has turned

the prefinished Aussie species floors are being installed,

out. Today I, self-proclaimed dinosaur, still struggle with the

and none of them needing much contribution from us,

concept of many such products, but I am willing to admit that

by all accounts we all seem to be busier selling, installing,

some of the more recent offerings in prefinished floors look

sanding and finishing than we were before they got here.

pretty damn good – and of course still come with the promise
of a quick install, little dust, and a flawless coating finish.
16
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My best guess as to why this is, would likely include some

your coating distributors have a look at what’s there, ask

mumbo jumbo about population growth, increases in

what’s available, also Google to get some ideas, then take

apartment living, demographics, disposable income, and

these ideas to any manufacturers contacts that you may

changing tastes and lifestyle etc. etc., but that’s not what

have for further advice, but either way – GET PREPARED.

this is about, this is about an opportunity, or more to the
point, what has been largely a missed opportunity to date.

When starting out on an actual job I’m suggesting that the
first thing on the agenda would be a checklist, or a plan

Why? Well you don’t have to look too far to see that lots of these

to work to, so you have a consistent way of working your

floors are starting to get on a bit, or may just need a little love,

way through these types of jobs as they come to hand, just

need some damage repaired, or just weren’t much good from

as you would be likely to do in the case of a normal solid

the outset and now need skilled rejuvenation. Ultimately just

floor. This way the contractor can identify or manage any

like any floor, all of them will eventually need something done,

perceived risk, and never get to a place where you leave

whether its via “a little massage” or “pick and shovel”, work will

yourself feeling like your just “hoping this turns out okay”,

be done to bring them back to their best – but it seems very

because as with any floor - messing it up can be expensive.

few contractors are keen to get involved or are even aware
that there are reasonably easy repair options available.

The easiest part of your plan is to check if anyone knows what
the floor is and who the original supplier/manufacturer was, if
so, it can be a good phone call to make, as someone will more
than likely have had to fix one up before. This could provide you
with invaluable insight or detailed instructions that will make
the “renovation” very easy for you. But let’s assume for now
that nobody has a clue where it came from - but its stable, its
timber or bamboo of course – as you don’t want to go sanding
plastic, that rarely ends well – and there is a discernible wear
layer to work with. Once there is no other observable reason
why you think the job would go badly, time to make a start.
Time to look at the floor and get what you can from observing
the structure (type) and top surface or wear layer, identifying
the fixing system i.e. T&G or Click, floating or glued, and of
course whether it’s well installed or “a bodgy” job. As you can’t
fix a bad install with coating or polish, and you certainly don’t
want to become responsible for it, opt out of those ones!
Next, confirm the extent of the damage you’re faced with, not
everything needs to be sanded to the timber, therefore you
may get by with another option – an easier and potentially more
profitable option. It may be that all the floor needs is a good
clean, a few small surface repairs (new ATFA member Konig
have some great stuff for this) and a coat of polish. Not every
project needs to be major surgery. Ultimately there are a lot of
fairly simple things you can do that homeowners, shop owners,
landlords etc. just won’t do themselves – and are prepared to pay
handsomely for. It’s not a bad way to fill a blank day in the diary
and “repair” may generally only involve an effective thorough
cleaning and a touch up or two and a fast drying polish.

Whether it’s Bamboo or a 2 strip Kempas floor, there is good business in renovating them.

Let’s suggest your job is a scratchy bamboo, how would we deal
with that? Simple really, first check your flooring supplier for a

Let’s face it, if you’re an experienced floor sander, you pretty
much have the skill set required to get into “rebirthing”
these floors, you just need to know what’s out there
to help you get it done. So if you’re keen to see what’s
possible when an opportunity to “fix up” one of these
floors comes up what do you do? Where do you start such
a process to ensure you’re doing it the correct way?

recommendation, get the suitable cleaners and polishes as there
are plenty of products around and if in doubt you can check it
out by applying a small test area of polish to a quiet area to test
it out…aka, put some on, allow it to dry – then try scratching
it off. Pretty simple. If your still unsure you should check with
some of the manufacturers’, reps you may know, as there may
be many different polishes but one will surely be the product
that fits specifically with this type of application. It would be

I would suggest pre-empting the need would be a great

very rare that you’re “Captain Cook” and be the first one, but

idea, have a look around at what’s available NOW, before

this enquiry is mostly so you can be directed accordingly

you actually need it, as trying to find what your options

and not stomp all over some sort of warranty requirement.

are the day before the job may end badly. When next at
ISSUE 33 | 2016

continued »
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Re-coating pre-finished floors... not a mystery! continued
This initial approach we call “maintenance

a multi-layered colouring via a moisture

care” and is more likely to be used on

cured polyurethane system, no way no how.

a bamboo or an older style floating

So make sure you have the base criteria

prefinished floor that has a tired coating

covered before you start and have your

but not too serious surface damage.

product locked in (provide samples) and

This type of finish won’t be affected if

confirm the expectation with your client,

the boards move individually as polish

especially if it’s not possible to replicate

wont tram line. A good clean and polish

the old finish and you are creating a new

application will make a big difference to

look. Call an ATFA instructor or coatings

the floor’s appearance (a matt polish is

expert and we will try and assist in directing

best) and should attract something like

you to the correct system for your job.

$10 to $15 a metre I would think. HINT:
White scratches that appear beneath the
surface of these floors can be reduced
or removed with an application of RP7 or
The contact system is used to recoat at a
department store to improve slip resistance.

WD40, which will need to be degreased
prior to polish or coating application.
For a full recoating program when more
intense damage is apparent the same
preparation is required, cleaning is always
paramount, but with the additional process
of creating improved adhesion. Again,
a test is always recommended and light
sanding and/or the additional application
of an adhesion primer, a product that
facilitates the adhesion of the new
coating. This primer does not require any
sanding but is ok if some is required on

High wear areas can need work while the
remainder of the floor looks good.

any spot repairs or severe scratching.

distributor may not carry as they are not
high demand - but they are available and
necessary for these types of projects.
Obviously the biggest problem we are
going to be faced with is all this fantastic
looking engineered oak that’s going down.
They generally have a fantastic special
effect that is easy when you doing it one
board at a time, but not so easy when
you’re trying to apply it to a floor with a
3mm top layer, a 1mm bevel, 3 different
layers of colour and its 150 odd square
metres!! It’s probably no wonder most
guys give this sort of job a wide berth,
but there are “options”. Firstly, you may
just have to tell the client that you can’t
match a board as it’s not possible to do it

requirement the program can be much

well, but then show them what you can

like a normal re-sanding job with a few

do. With all the new colouring systems

more minor considerations, usually

out there you may not match the factory

with engineered oak or prefinished

effect but you should be able to provide a

solids. Considerations may relate to

pretty fancy effect that’s easy to get down

thickness of wear or top layer, bevelled

on large areas and at a reasonable cost.

flooring colour as factory finishes may
be tinted, coloured, multi-layered or may
provide a different end shade than insitu applied finishes. The contact primer
option should be the first consideration
for repairing these floors with difficult
surfaces, as re-sanding may not allow you
to maintain the floors original “look”. But
if you have to do it, you have to do it.
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about that you have not heard of or your

When you have a serious renovation

edges, wire brushing, hand scraping, or

These pictures provide 2 examples of the effects
that can you easily get on prefinished over large
areas without tears or misguided expectations.

It is often surprising what products are

Either way refinishing, rejuvenating, resanding of these types of floors is not as
hard as you might automatically think and
when peeling up a direct stick floor is the
alternative, its sure to fetch a premium
price. It’s going to be a big part of the
recoating market in the not too distant
future, like it or not, so now would be
a good time to “upskill”, I believe is the
word the boffins use, but whatever you

Obviously starting at bare timber takes

want to call it, it’s not too hard. There are

a lot more consideration and additional

products and methods available that are

works, and is generally charged accordingly,

already proven and are there to help you

however coating system selection will

get yourself a head start at this end of

be most important. You need to be sure

the flooring game, so it’s a perfect time to

that whatever the surface and whatever

contact your distributor and see what they

the appearance required, an acceptable

have or your favourite coating manufacturer

result can be achieved within the system

to let you know what they have.

applied. There is no point trying to achieve
ISSUE 33 | 2016

Same Product
Same Result

New Look!

New packaging,
same top quality product

Contact: hardflooring.australia@bostik.com
www.bostik.com.au
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Specif-IQ...
The intelligence
of specifying
Phil Buckley, ATFA Inspector, Mint Floors & Shutters

The Breitling Store in Sydney

Holding up a picture of a $25million dollar harbour side apartment
with a lime washed, French oak parquetry floor, your client tells you “I
want my floor to look like this please”. You look around their converted
garage in suburbia with laminate samples in your hand and think
“I’m sure I read an ad for delivery drivers in the paper yesterday”.
Whether you are an architect or designer, builder

So how do you ensure the floor that was initially

or tradesman, client or retailer, maintaining a

envisioned is the floor that is delivered when the

cohesive vision of a timber floor from concept

project is complete? Well, it starts with making

to delivery is a challenge. It can be very difficult

the correct choice to begin with and then

to balance the requirements of your timber

being realistic and thorough when dealing with

flooring within the constraints of the budget,

any challenges that develop along the way.

the site requirements and the time span of the
project - all while still maintaining a specific
look. And this is before the time, budget
and site conditions are changed numerous
times during the life span of the project!
When selecting a timber floor, it’s important to
look at samples, brochures, reviews, photos
and of course a good showroom. But above
all, speaking to experienced professionals
will more often than not be the key deciding
factor when selecting a timber floor.

To make the correct choice, there are some key
areas that should be considered carefully for all
timber flooring projects and this article looks
at some of the key elements to consider when
specifying a prefinished flooring product.
The Look
It’s important that everyone has a clear
understanding of just what look is desired.
Clients can have a very clear vision of the look
they’re after but sometimes it can be a vague
concept at best. The colour, grain, amount
of natural variation, gloss levels, board width
and length all need to be considered.
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The System

and importantly can work together to find the

Where the floor is going will often dictate the type

right balance between the different project

of flooring products that are suitable to install.

requirements, a timber flooring project should be

Subfloor moisture concerns, set down restrictions,

a rewarding experience for everyone involved.

levelling requirements, building structure, acoustic
requirements, climatic exposure and maintenance
options will all influence the types of installation
system that are available. When specifying
a flooring system, the difficulty lies in having
in-depth knowledge of all flooring installation
practices and their strengths and weaknesses
- this is where the guidance of an expert in the
flooring industry really starts to become vital.

The Breitling Store in Sydney had strict guidelines
to follow in order to maintain their international
standards for display areas. To deliver a floor
that met the guidelines, the Engineered
American Walnut floor had a customised
flooring system devised. Challenges on site with
BCA requirements for stairs in public places
had to be carefully negotiated in order to
maintain the appearance set out by the client.

The Budget

The budget on this project was secondary to

Having a clear idea of the budget is obviously

these other more important requirements.

important for all players, but keeping track of
changes in the project scope and the cost
implications of these changes can be difficult to
communicate clearly. For this reason, it is always
a good idea to run through some likely challenges
or changes the flooring installation may face prior
to locking in a specified product or install system.

The Designers at IXIAH required a runway floor
for Sydney Fashion Week that was natural looking
and white. The difficulty came in the fact the 14m
long and 3m wide floor needed to be installed
in 45 minutes and removed in 20 minutes and
could not damage the existing building. A click
style floating floor was the obvious choice and

Specif-IQ

a 12mm laminate was selected to withstand

Balancing the look, system and budget

the stiletto shoes worn by the models.

when specifying a timber floor can be tricky.
Sometimes the budget cannot move but there
is scope for changing the installation system.
Sometimes the look is vital and the installation
system and budget need to fall in line. There
are many moving parts and no two projects
present the same set of challenges. But if good
advice is sought from the outset, all parties
are clear and honest in their expectations,

Runway floor at Sydney Fashion Week

ISSUE 33 | 2016
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Lizard Island panel cupping

Jim Hilston, ATFA Inspector and Instructor, Hilston Wood Floors

Over the years, as we have trained and listened to our peers, I
am sure most of us have become aware that timber tongue and
groove floors installed to a joist and batten subfloor system with
adequate ventilation have consistently performed better in more
extreme humidity or higher moisture related circumstances
than floors laid to other subfloor systems. Statistically and
anecdotally this is a well-supported theory. Many inspections
performed on the central and northern Queensland coast
following cyclone events have provided
plenty of examples that bear out the theory.
To add further to the existing body of
evidence, I thought I would share some
interesting observations made during an
inspection undertaken on a resort island off
the tropical north coast of Queensland.
We were asked to assess performance
concerns related to wainscot panelling
(what does this have to do with T&G
flooring I hear you ask... patience please!)
in several units which showed cupping
characteristics and as can be seen from the
photos attached this was no exaggeration!
The wainscot were constructed in a factory and the boards
glued together, creating a long, wide and relatively thin panel
(when considering the proportions of a T&G floorboard
the dimensions of the wainscot panel were really quite
alarming!) As we all know panels will behave as panels of
course no exception was experienced in this location. The
cupping was within expected performance parameters.

As part of our inspection we were requested to identify
the cause and if possible to allocate responsibility. There
were three parties involved – architects who designed the
panels, builders who oversaw the project and a cabinet
maker who constructed and installed the panels.
Some acclimatisation of the panels was observed and the
panels were sealed on four sides (one coat only to the rear
surface). Without going into too much
detail, we found that the design was likely
to fail and therefore the architect was
partially responsible, the cabinet maker
could have predicted the outcome and
therefore was partially responsible and
similarly the builders could have foreseen
the results and therefore were considered
to share some of the responsibility. In
other words, all three professional parties
should have had a better understanding
of the properties of the wood and the
likelihood of some performance issues
arising from a construction of this sort.
That was interesting but getting back to the
point of this article – whilst I was wandering about through
the resort, I noted the floors in the units but more importantly
the floors in the main restaurant and gathering area and asked
whether they had been replaced following the event. The main
floor had been covered in about 200mm of mud. The answer...
no. Re-sanded and coated. The installation method – glue
and secret nails to joist and bearer subfloor structure!

Make your Timber Floors “Loba Perfect”
Whether Your Next Solid Timber, Parquetry or Engineered Timber
Flooring Project needs a Beautiful & Enduring LOBA Timber Coating
or
A Bullet Proof Moisture Vapor Barrier & Acoustic Rated Adhesive

Since 1922

Waterbased Polyurethanes
Invisible Protection
Natural Oils & Hardwaxes
Timber Stains & Special Effects
On Site UV Finishes

R10-P4 Anti Slip Finishes for
Stairs and Critical Surfaces

“Loba & Wakol Make the Perfect Team”
Loba Australasia
5-7 Strong Avenue, Thomastown Vic 3074
PH: 03 9460 3444 M: 0419326976
E: sales@loba.com.au
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Online reviews and testimonials - proceed with caution

Darrell Kake, 1Legal

Teacher: “Where’s your homework?”

random review of online reviews and

1. fake or false testimonials

Student: “I lost it fighting this

testimonials related to 290 traders in

or reviews; and

kid who said you weren’t the

20 market sectors. 38 substantiation

best teacher in school”

notices were issued with several

Little white lies are harmless, right? Not if
they breach the prohibitions contained
in the Australian Consumer Law against

traders agreeing to remove false (called
“unsubstantiated” in the CAANZ paper)
testimonials from their website

misleading or deceptive conduct and

The legislation

false or misleading representations.

• Section 18 ACL:

This article contains general advice

A person must not, in trade or

about online reviews and testimonials.

commerce, engage in conduct

Australian Consumer Law
Review Issues Paper 2016
• What is it? The Australian Consumer

that is misleading or deceptive or
is likely to mislead or deceive
• a party who has been misled due to your

Law (“ACL”) is a legislative regime

misleading or deceptive conduct can

which commenced on 1 January

sue you for damages if you have been

2011 and which regulates consumer

found to breach section 18 of the ACL;

protection in Australia. This is the
law that governs the way that
you interact with your customers.
Consumer Affairs Australia and New
Zealand (“CAANZ”) is a body which
was set up by the Commonwealth
government to conduct a review of
this legislation. It released a paper
earlier this year which highlights

• false or misleading representations the ACL also contains provisions against
false or misleading representations
about goods or services and notably
there are specific financial penalties
and criminal sanctions which may
apply if you are found to have made
false or misleading representations;

2. selectively edited or
removed negative reviews.
• If you are in the practice of creating
fake or false testimonials or customer
reviews and placing them on your
website or in any other location online
you are at risk of attracting the attention
of a regulator or exposing yourself to
financial and/or criminal penalty and/
or damages. Cease this immediately;
• If an online review service or an online
service you control (such as a blog)
contains honest reviews from the public
about your products and services
you should not selectively edit these
reviews or delete (or cause anyone
else to delete) any negative reviews;
• If you choose to have a blog or similar on
your website you must accept the bad
as well as the good. While you may not
be able to control an external consumer
review site where comments are made
about your goods and services, false

a number of issues of concern in

What does this mean for me?

statements which are made about your

Australian consumer law including

• The CAANZ paper indicates that there

products expose the maker of those

false online reviews and testimonials
• National project to address online
testimonials - regulators Australia wide,
led by NSW Fair Trading, conducted a
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are two situations which will be looked

statements (and in some circumstances

at by the regulator and potentially

the service which enables the

expose you to damages, financial

publication of the false statements) to

penalty or criminal sanction. Those are:

an action by you in defamation - but
that is a whole another issue...
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Technical article...

Dust ‘pimples’ in the coating.
Can household dust & lint be
the problem?
Phil Holgate MRACI, ChChem, FATFA
TAMSA International Consulting

Every contractor has experienced the situation whereby they apply a coat
to the floor, it looks fine when it is wet and they leave the job only to return
the next day and find a multitude of ‘pimples/dust’ in the cured coating.
A common course of action is to

What exactly is causing the

mm size range (roller fibres are 6 mm

recoat the floor after taking the

‘pimples’ or protrusions?

plus) and are very buoyant such that

basic precautions such as:

Usually one makes a guess as to the

motion of air from a vacuum exhaust

cause as one cannot actually see inside

suspends them in the turbulent air.

» Damp wiping all horizontal surfaces
including the top of doors,
ceiling fans, window sills, etc.
» Closing off any air conditioning
ducts and wall ventilation holes.
» Closing all doors and windows
to minimise air circulation.
» Taping the bottom of exit doors.
» Checking correct functioning of
the vacuum cleaner including
exhaust cleanliness.
» Checking fitment of skirt and extraction
efficiency of the rotary sander.
» Cut back the surface with a worn
screen-back or abrasive paper.

the pimple to see what is actually causing
them. Common ‘guesses’ might include:

Why do waterborne and oil
type coatings produce less

» Buffing dust

‘pimples’ in the coating?

» Minute air bubbles

On solventborne coating jobs that

» Roller shedding
» Contaminated coating product

result in multiple coats each containing
an unacceptable severity of pimples,
it has been observed that applying

On a recent job, after five coats, the

a waterborne recoat can fix or

contractor believed he had tried

significantly improve the condition.

everything to avoid the problem which
plagued every attempt at rectification.
A x50 Dinolite photographing USB
connected to a lap top computer showed
a variety of occlusions within the pimples.
The following are some examples (note

It has also been observed that the
application of a modified oil coating
can also improve the condition.
As solventborne coatings dry they can
draw the small lint fibres from the air
onto the coating surface presumably by

» Vacuum twice at right angles.

the 3 mm size small flying insect).

» Damp tac rag the floor with a

Statistically on this floor around 80%

once on the surface, surface tension

of the pimples were small fibres. A

effects have a capillary action on the

smaller percentage included buffing

fibre leading to a surface protrusion.

lint free cloth (machine wash
and tumble dry to de-lint).
» Coat with a clean used roller.

dust and screenback abrasive.

Then why is it one can conduct all of

The small fibres are household dust,

the above and still get a multitude of

those little particles that one sees in a

the pimples/ dust in the recoat?

sunbeam shining through a window.
These are often in the small 1 to 2
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an electrostatic attraction. Additionally,

Other factors that can contribute
to the condition are:
» The longer the open time (wet
time) of the coating the more time
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available for both gravitational and

Advice for problem floors

overnight. Proceed to recoat. Consider

electrostatic settling onto the coating.

Assuming all the basic precautions

applying a recoat with an alternative

as outlined at the start of this article

less prone technology coating (e.g.

are rigorously conducted, yet the

waterborne PU over solventborne

floor looks good when wet, yet when

PU, but check for compatibility

dry has a multitude of ‘pimples/

with the coatings supplier first)

» Warm dry weather will increase
electrostatic attraction effects from
drying polar solvent rich coatings.
More prone to pimples in the coat:

dust’ in the coat, then the premises

» 2 pack solventborne

contained dust/lint is the likely culprit.

» High solids solventborne

» Prior to the recoat, damp wipe down

One can always minimise but never
eliminate the pimples in the coating
in a home that is ‘infected’ with

Less prone:

all horizontal surfaces: do not dry

household dust. There will always be

» Waterborne Polyurethanes

wipe or brush off. Prepare floor to

airborne particles in such a premises

ready for the recoat. Do not recoat

and some dust pimples in the coat.

» Oil and wax types

till the next morning after another

» Oil modified Urethanes

damp tac rag wipe over the floor – this
should capture the fine lint/household
dust that has gravitationally settled

For further advice contact Phil
Holgate on the ATFA Coatings
Hot Line 0414 793 237.

How High Do You Prioritize Your Wood Floors?

We are sure that you will agree that high-quality wood floors need

your floor. And a unique water based polyurethane lacquer with

high-quality wood care products. At WOCA, we decided to produce

an invisible, super matte finish, and an exclusive soft feel effect.

the ultimate line of products. An oil with unparalleled strength for

Read more:

wocadenmark.com/no1

No1: The World’s Most Exclusive Wood Care System!
WOCA Australia · Phone: 1 800 337 477 · kurt@wocaaus.com.au · wocaaus:com.au
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Technical article...

Protecting floating floors
from slab moisture
David Hayward

ATFA Technical Manager

The slab looks dry and has been down for over six months, the underlay has a
moisture vapour retarding barrier, so why do they keep telling us we need to be
careful about slab moisture? At times they even say that we need to put black
plastic over the slab as well and isn’t that just extra cost for no gain, and taping
the joints, it all takes time. Sadly, these are the views held by some installers but
David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager discusses why attention to these
details is important and why it is important for installers to ‘follow the book’.
Floating floors may be laminate, engineered or bamboo and

Note that as applicable, one or other of the above is

each of these products are often laid over concrete slabs.

considered to be mandatory and as such, floating floors are

Installations usually go successfully and this at times can

to be protected from possible slab moisture. One company

result in a false sense of security where subfloor conditions

states that if the installer does not have the equipment to

can differ between sites but the difference is not necessarily

assess slab moisture (moisture meter or in-slab relative

easily recognised. Under Australian Consumer Law the

humidity) then they consider it as mandatory for 200 µm

floor installer needs to perform the work with due skill and

builders plastic to be used. You should be starting to realise

care and has a responsibility that the flooring once laid will

now that both the flooring manufacturer and the industry

perform as a floor would be expected to. In order to achieve

is serious about protecting floating floors from possible

this, the building needs to be constructed properly and it is

slab moisture. The reason being that although many slabs

expected that the flooring contractor will both assess the

do not cause problems, there are a sufficient number of

suitability of the site and subfloor, and lay the flooring in

slabs that have the potential to affect the floor and when

accordance with the flooring manufacturer’s instructions.

not adequately protected, problems with the floor occur.

So when it comes to slab subfloors, what do we find in

Let’s now consider a floated bamboo floor that has

manufacturer’s instructions? These will usually say that the installer

been affected by slab moisture. Firstly, we need to

needs to ensure that the type of subfloor is acceptable and

remember that although the instructions relating to

included in this is generally some assessment of slab moisture.

floating floors may all appear similar, the actual product

The ATFA industry standards also outline that suitability of the

types are different in terms of how susceptible they are

subfloor to accept the flooring system needs to be assessed.

to moisture damage. Strand woven bamboo often being

Installation instructions then often outline two courses of

more susceptible to moisture effects from beneath.

action. The first being to use a specific underlay with an

In our example we have bamboo flooring layed on both

integrated plastic or foil moisture vapour retarding layer and

the upper and lower levels of the dwelling and on the

where double sided tape, already fixed to one side of the

lower level the bamboo is on an underlay with integrated

vapour barrier, is then used to join the vapour barriers of

moisture vapour barrier and no builder’s plastic beneath.

each successive strip of underlay together. The ATFA industry

The first photo shows the floor on the upper level of

standard indicates that this vapour retarder needs to be at

the dwelling, flat and appealing. The second photo is

least the equivalent of 150 µm plastic (0.15mm in thickness).

the floor on the lower level which is not only cupped

The second course of action is when the underlay does

with raised board edges but peaking at board ends.

not have an integrated moisture vapour retarder or where

A quick check with a moisture meter and tape measure

slab moisture could be higher than normal (such as a below

on the upper level indicated lower and more consistent

grade slab). In such cases it is recommended that 200 µm

moisture meter readings and an average board

builder’s plastic be installed over the slab first. Joints are to

width close to the manufactured width. On the lower

be overlapped by 200 to 300mm and the joints taped with a

level the moisture meter readings were much more

moisture resistant tape. Instructions also state that the plastic

variable with some high readings throughout the floor.

is to be turned up at walls and vertical surfaces, to at least

Checking average board widths, it was apparent that

the height of the floor. When this is done correctly the new

the lower level floor had also expanded significantly.

floor is completely separated from the slab environment.
26
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This dwelling had been a new build in what we would
consider a ‘normal’ suburb and there was no reason to
suspect that the slab was anything but normal. The dwelling
was now a few years old and it would be expected that
slab moisture readings would be about 3.5%, noting that
a few months after a new slab is poured meter readings
in this locality are likely to range from about 4 to 5.5% and
that a slab a few years old and exposed to the air may
give readings of about 2%. A slab at 5% moisture content
still has a lot of water in it and can easily transfer this
moisture to an unprotected timber or bamboo floor.
Due to concerns with the lower level floor, it was decided
to lift a few rows of boards to where some higher moisture
meter readings in the bamboo were present. In most areas
the slab did not appear different to other slabs, yet the third
photo shows moisture coming up through a crack in the
slab. But note even away from the crack, moisture metre
readings as shown in the inset were 6%, more a akin to a
slab that is a few weeks old rather than a few years old.
Obviously, there is a building issue here but it does indicate
that it is not always possible to predict what the slab moisture
will be a year or two years after the floor is installed.
Although a building problem with the wet slab was the
main issue and totally unexpected, it was also noted that
the underlay did not go to all the way to the wall, and
along the edge of the floor where bamboo was directly
exposed to the slab, some mould was present on the
bamboo. Also, when the specifications of the underlay were
checked, the moisture vapour retarding layer was 100 µm
and therefore less than the recommended thickness.
The lessons to be learnt from this are that slabs need to be
checked and assessed for moisture prior to floating floors
being installed and that slabs can look dry and still be high in
moisture some years after they have been poured. Although
this is a more extreme case, it can be considered that many
slabs would fall between this one and those we would
consider to be dry. With regards to moisture vapour barriers
even if part of the underlay, they should be checked that
they provide equivalent protection to at least 150 µm plastic.
Builders plastic 200 µm thick provides a very good barrier
against the effects of slab moisture and should be brought
up vertical surfaces for added edge protection. Irrespective
of whether it is the underlay or in combination with builder’s
plastic, it must also be recognised that these are essential
elements of the floor system and they need to be installed
correctly. In this floor we see underlay falling short of the
wall and thinner than the recommended thickness of the
moisture vapour barrier layer. In other floors we see builder’s
plastic that is not overlapped and taped, or not taped with
the recommended water resistant tape. It is not that difficult
to correctly attend to each of these aspects to not only save
the floor, but also being caught up with a problem floor.
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Hardwax Oil

Cushion handle:
less vibration
Click valve
inside
All-around
striking cap

Short casting
for closer end-wall
reach
●

Available as a Cleat or Stapler nailer

●

Optional roller base available

●

Eco-Friendly 0% voc, no solvents

●

Extremely Durable (100% solids)

●

Fast curing

●

R10 slip rating

●

Sourced from renewable
raw materials

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au

Designer flooring, available in pre-finished or raw boards.

80 Flagstaff Gully Link Rd. Warrane . Tasmania
Call: (03) 6244 2277 Email: john.hollis@oak.org.au

We are proud suppliers of:

Hidden deep underwater in Tasmania’s forgotten wilderness.
Hydrowood brings beauty to the surface.
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Boral Timber
releases first stained
engineered flooring
collection featuring
Australian species
To meet the growing demand for European-inspired stained
wood flooring, Boral Timber has launched its metallon™ flooring
collection featuring Australian Blackbutt and Spotted Gum species.
As the first to market with a broad
engineered flooring offering
featuring local timbers applied with
contemporary stained finishes, Boral
has provided a stunning alternative
in a category that until now has been
dominated by imported species.

architecture and design trends. metallon™
is the next iteration of the highly
successful Boral engineered flooring
range and will make a truly unique
statement in residential interiors”
said Leon Travis, national sales and
distribution manager at Boral Timber.

Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification Scheme. This
means the timber is produced using
certified, legal and sustainably managed
sources. As a building material,
timber is a good choice because it is
a natural and renewable resource.

The high quality, easy to install metallon™
boards are inspired by the aesthetics
of precious metals, transforming the
earthy beauty of Australian hardwoods
into the colours of Copper, Tungsten,
Pewter, Cobalt (pictured) and Titanium.

Incorporating the click-lock installation
system, the hard-wearing Blackbutt and
Spotted Gum boards are pre-finished
for minimal fuss and mess, and can be
sanded back for a more natural finish or
re-stained as design preferences evolve.

For more information, visit
www.boral.com.au/timber or
call 1800 818 317.

“Stained engineered floors are extremely
popular and when matched with the
natural beauty of Australian species,
prove to be a versatile and multidimensional timber flooring solution
that aligns with evolving Australian

metallon™ is the sustainable engineered
timber flooring choice. It is Chain of
Custody certified by the Australian
Forestry Standard*, which has mutual
recognition by the world’s largest
forest management certifier, the
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* Boral Timber has implemented AFS Chain of Custody
certification to support responsible and sustainable forest
management in Australia. Boral Timber’s Chain of Custody
certification meets the Australian Forestry Standard
(AFS) AS 4707-2006. AFCS has mutual recognition
by the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification Scheme (PEFC) – the world’s largest forest
management certifier. All Boral Timber manufacturing
sites are Chain of Custody certified, this means all
products from these sites are certified and can be traced
from processing to distribution and are produced using
certified, legal and sustainably managed sources.
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Case study...

DECKS
CLOSE TO
THE GROUND

David Hayward
ATFA Technical Manager

As we enter spring and head into summer, many homeowners will be looking to
get work done around the house and this often includes installing that new deck.
In past issues of Timber Floors, we have looked at what is required regarding
product selection and installation practice to ensure a deck both performs
and is attractive. Problems can and do occur when timber decks are installed
close to the ground and so this case study focusses on such a deck that has
not performed to expectations. ATFA’s technical manager David Hayward, goes
through the aspects that contributed to the less than ideal performance.

The product, its installation and finishing
The deck in this instance consists of 130 x 19 mm
Blackbutt that had been screw fixed with two screws at
each joist crossing into 200mm deep H4 treated pine
joists over a sandy soil. The deck had been coated in a
clear decking finish which included a single coat to the
underside and edges and two coats to the exposed face.
What is being investigated and why?
This is a newer dwelling and the owner had installed a
pool in the back yard and it was now time to install the
timber deck around the pool. After the deck was installed, a
combination of rain and sun over the following few weeks
resulted in some boards within the deck cupping with
raised board edges, to the degree that it became a concern.
Once the cupping developed it had remained and it was
also observed that some board edges were tight, no longer
having gaps at board edges. Some had expressed views that
it was a timber issue while others questioned the installation
practices. The cause of these problems was therefore to be
investigated. The cupping varied considerably throughout
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the deck and an area of more affected boards is shown in
the first photo. Similarly, in some areas of the deck, gaps
were present at some board edges but in other areas the
gaps had completely closed as shown in the second photo.
What needs to be considered?
This deck is classed as a deck ‘close to the ground’ and
although this is commonly done, there are specific provisions
needed for adequate performance and recommendations
are outlined in the ATFA publication, Residential Timber
Decks. When a deck is installed close to the ground it is
accepted that it will be a ‘wetter’ environment beneath
and due to this higher durability subfloor framing is
necessary and with this deck, such aspects have been
recognised by the builder using H4 treated pine joists.
However, other aspects such as board width, drainage
and ventilation are also very important and it was in this
respect that the deck did not meet recommendations.
With decks close to the ground drainage is very important.
Equally important is that as much ventilation as possible
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is provided. It is not appropriate to have water ponding
beneath a deck that is close to the ground and similarly
ventilation is necessary to disperse high humidity that will
occur beneath the deck during wet periods. In addition to
this, board widths and gap size at board edges on installation
are also important. For decks close to the ground, it is
recommended that boards no wider than 90mm are used
and that the gaps at board edges be increased to a minimum
of 5mm, noting that this is for a 90mm wide board.
In relation to cupping, how and where the board is cut from
the log, as well as its moisture content, will influence how
prone it is to cupping and due to this, some boards can cup
more than others under the same installation environment.
The fixings are also important and with screw fixing as
used in this deck, boards will be restrained better from
cupping than if nails had been used. However, the major
influences on cupping relates to board dimensions and the
difference in moisture content between the top and bottom
of the board. If the ground or air humidity below a deck
remains high while the sun dries the upper board surface,
ISSUE 33 | 2016

moisture gradients will be high and boards will cup severely.
Narrower boards provide more ventilation gaps in the deck
surface, narrower boards swell less for the same change
in moisture content and narrower boards show cupping
less than wider boards. As such they should be used.
Investigation
With this deck it had some more intricate design features with
mitred corners and the framing beneath would have been
causing restrictions to air flow. It was in these areas that the
cupping was more pronounced. In addition, the deck had a
covered area and it was in this area of less sun exposure that
the tops of the boards remained at higher moisture content
and the gaps at board edges had closed. However, a very
significant aspect relating to this deck was a lack of apparent
understanding regarding keeping conditions as dry as possible
beneath the deck and as ventilated as possible. The third
photo shows the edges of the deck where no ventilation has
been provided and the fourth photo where sprinklers were
being used on plants between the house and the deck.
continued »
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Case study...

DECKS
CLOSE TO
THE GROUND
CONTINUED

Analysis and outcome
There were a number of contributing factors that had caused
some boards to cup quite severely. The main factors were
considered to relate to board width, board spacing and
lack of any ventilation beneath the deck. In some areas and
particularly the covered area, boards had expanded to the
degree where the initial gaps between boards had closed.
This is a serious condition in that there is no longer any
ventilation between the boards and this can lead even more
adverse conditions beneath the deck leading to boards tenting
(adjacent boards edged rising sharply) and even decay.
In order to improve the performance of the deck it would
require ventilation to be added beneath the deck and
gaps at board edges to be reinstated where closed. Other
aspects relating to board width and subfloor design and
conditions would not be easily addressed and therefore
only a certain amount of improvement could be expected.
Replacing boards without addressing the conditions beneath
would not be expected show significant improvement.
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What we can learn from this
With this deck some aspects had been considered, including
the use of H4 treated timber sub framing, use of screws for
improved fixing strength and coating boards all round before
fixing. To a degree drainage was also considered with regard
to soil being sandy and relatively free draining. However,
other important aspects, particularly relating to board width,
ventilation and to a degree drainage, is where industry
recommendations were not followed. So an important lesson
is that it is important to follow all recommendations, not
just some, as there is good reasoning behind it. By following
industry advice you are also likely to avoid being in a position
of needing to undertake remedial work. This along with
realistic expectations being provided to a client can go a
long way toward an outcome where all can be proud of the
final product. Decks can and do perform well close to the
ground but more usually when following recommended
practices. Others have already learnt the hard way.
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High performance timber floor coatings.
High wear
resistance

Water
wash up

Environmentally
responsible

Low
odour

For more information, call 1800 630 285 or
visit www.intergrain.com.au
*VOC (volatile organic compound) level meets the <140g/L
requirement for use on Green Star Buildings.
^Enviropro coatings are water based, so they emit significantly less
VOCs into the atmosphere than traditional solvent based finishes.

Assessment and
Project Management
Assessment of wood floor & drying
after a water damage event
Project Management on Major
Loss Projects
Testing concrete to the ASTM 2170 before
laying of floor covering or concrete issues
Assessment on structure or wood
floor moisture issue
w: www.woodfloordrying.com.au
e: ivi@woodfloordrying.com.au
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Schedule an
inspection today

0413 282 997
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Around the traps...
Images from training, events and activities over the past few months
including our Tasmanian trade night, Queensland Pre-finished Rules
Workshop and Timber Flooring Week events. If you’d like a chance for your
snaps to feature in Around the Traps, send your photos to admin@atfa.com.au
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GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

Your new skills can also save
you money from avoiding costly
mistakes. So invest in yourself and
your business today.

Family Business
Operating
Since 1952

Manufacturer of Quality Australian Hardwoods
Specialising in Kiln Dried Products
Elite 3 edger

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

parts • service • leasing available
Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tongue and Groove Flooring
Overlay Flooring
Parquetry
Eco-Lam (Glue Laminated Hardwoods)
Pencil Round Decking
Treated Hardwood Landscaping

We are members of ATFA. (Australian Timber Flooring
Association) and are accredited Flooring manufacturers.
(Australian Timber Flooring Association)

Located at Heber Street, South Grafton
Email: jns@notarastimbers.com.au
www.notarastimbers.com.au

Phone: 02 66 423477 Fax: 02 66 427013

8

Manufacturer & Supplier of
Contemporary End Grain &
Mosaic Parquet Flooring.
australiantimbercompany.com.au
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ir talk

OCTOBER...
with Emma Watt

Modern
awards now
allow for
cashing in
annual leave

October 11th and 12th New Zealand –
Assessing Timber Floor Performance
October 13th Sydney Flooring Morning at Synteko
October 18th Adelaide Trade Night at Boral
October 26th Melbourne Prefinished
Products Installation Rules Workshop

NOVEMBER...
November 1st Webinar – What’s an acceptable
gap size and when can I use a filler?
November 4th WA Golf Day at Como
November 10th Melbourne Flooring Morning
November 16th Brisbane Trade Night at Boral

Helpful Websites...

The Building and Construction General On-site Award
2010 and the Manufacturing and Associated Industries
and Occupations Award 2010 have both been recently
varied to allow for cashing in of annual leave. Both
these awards potentially apply to ATFA members.
An employer and an employee may now agree to cash out a
portion of the employee’s annual leave. The conditions are:
a. Each time an employer and employee agree to
cash out some leave, there has to be a separate
written agreement between the parties that
is kept in the time and wages record.
i. The agreement has to state how much leave
will be cashed out, how much will be paid,
and what date the leave will be paid.
ii. The agreement must be signed by both
parties, and if the employee is under 18 years
old, the employee’s parent or guardian.

Material Safety Data Sheets are set to officially
change from January 1st 2017 under the new
Globally Harmonised System (GHS) of Classification
and Labelling of Chemicals. As such, Safety Data
Sheets take over from January 1st 2017 and will
have considerably more information. For more
information visit the Safe Work Australia website:
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/whsinformation/hazardous-chemicals/faqs/pages/faqs

iii. There is a sample agreement in the relevant award.
b. The payment must include everything the employee
would have been paid had they taken the leave, so this
might include leave loading, allowances and various
other regular payments in accordance with the award.
c. The employee has to be left with at least 4 weeks’ annual
leave accrued after they have cashed out some leave.
d. An employee can only cash out up to 2
weeks’ annual leave every 12 months.
A copy of the current modern award can
be accessed at www.fwc.gov.au.
While we’re dealing with chemicals, also check
Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized
businesses in the timber and furnishing industries. She offers
ATFA members two free telephone calls per annum for help on
IR/HR issues. Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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out the Green Build Council of Australia website
which discusses allowable VOC levels for green star
classified building projects - open the Criteria for
Evaluating Product Certification Schemes PDF:
https://www.gbca.org.au/green-star/
product-certification-project/2292.htm
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What you
measure you
manage.

Anthony Davis, Brightwater Business Coaching

One of the most important things you can do in your business is to determine what
it is that is important to measure. You will then begin to understand the saying:
“What you measure you manage and what you manage improves”.
This is a positive spin on the old saying, “If you don’t measure it, you can’t manage it”’.
Often in businesses we see this expression being reversed.

Once a business starts to measure and manage the area of

Without ‘valued information’ owners and managers are

‘people performance’ in their business, productivity increases

‘flying blind’. Decisions are made without the necessary

and the returns to the owner/s improve. Another expression

information... often to the detriment of the business.

to remember in relation to people’s performance is:

Take the client with $500,000 in the bank wanting

“If you tell me how I am to be measured,

to franchise his business. Having failed to get up-

then I will show you how I perform!”

to-date financials for over three years, the end
result was a huge tax bill, the remainder in deposits
held for work not started and a business sent into
Receivership... all because of no valued information.

Measuring people performance used to be very laborious
and is the reason very few business even attempt to
implement such a measure. Today, with the advent of on-line
support programs or applications such as ‘Workflow Max’

There is a common misperception that your

which bolts on to Accounting programs like Xero, you can

accountant holds the key to what you have to measure.

estimate man-hour requirements and accurately measure

While accurate and regular financial reporting

the actual man hours you invest in completing the project.

is critical, this is usually historic reporting.

A client had implemented such a program and was

What you need to establish and monitor are those leading

complaining about the reporting and performance of

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for areas of your business.

his men. We found the ‘productivity report’ in his Time

Leading indicators such as: Sales; Gross Profit; Marketing

and Materials management program and discovered

Performance; Google Analytics; Sales Conversion; Productivity;

that he had two men at 94% productivity (which is

Team Satisfaction; Staff Turnover; Debtors; Creditors; etc. will

quite high!), two at 85% (which is average!) and one

provide information that will enable you make decisions that

at 65%. He commented that he had thought the last

will eventually improve the performance of your business.

one was lazy... now he had some proof. The next day

One area that is often poorly measured and therefore
badly managed is the area of Man Hours, Labour,
Time... call it what you will. The irony is that this
is often the area of greatest expenditure.
One client, a Chiropractor who employs 6 associates in
his practice has a 52 week planner in the office where the
weekly performance of each Associate (as well as himself)
is documented – Actual to Budget. New associates are
given a growing target for them to achieve over time.
There are high achievers and average achievers in the

he invited the 65% person into his office and showed
him the report. He said “This is you and these are your
mates, so what are you going to do about it?” Within a
couple of weeks he was achieving 85% productivity.
If you want to improve your business performance and
are not sure where to start, Brightwater is offering a
complimentary business analysis called Your Business GRO
(Growth Readiness Overview). Simply send an email to
bizplan@brightwater.com.au with Business
GRO in the subject line.

group and each associate knows exactly what they have
to achieve to maintain their position in the practice.
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Ultrabond P990
Polyurethane Timber Flooring Adhesive

• One-component ready-to-use
polyurethane timber flooring adhesive
• Easy to trowel & gun out
• Excellent rib stability & remains
flexible after cured
• Extremely low expansion
• Solvent Free with low viscosity
• Can be used over heating systems
• Ideal for bonding all sizes and
formats of jointed, pre-finished and
solid wood parquetry
• Suitable over cementitious
substrates, timber, ceramic floors
• Light foot traffic after 12hrs
Available in 900g cartridge and 15kg drum
ULTRABOND P990 1K
Pot Life

ready-mixed

Open time

110 minutes

Adjustability time

3 hours

Set to light foot traffic

after 12 hours

Application temperature

from +10°C - +35°C

Application types

trowel

Colour

beige

Shelf Life

12 months

Packaging

900g soft cartridge and
15kg drum

Consumption

800 - 1000 g/m2

VOC content

<5 g/l

www.mapei.com.au

Scan to download technical data sheet

POLYURETHANE SPECIALISTS SINCE 1979

ORGANIC OIL COATINGS
Available in: Gloss,
Semi Gloss, Satin & Matt
• Modiﬁed Oil Gloss
• Tungseal
• Modiﬁed Oil Satin
• Modiﬁed Oil Matt

SOLVENT BASED COATINGS
• Monothane
Moisture Cure Single Pack
Polyurethane
Available in High Gloss, Semi Gloss,
Satin & Matt
•

These systems have moderate
VOC’s & are an ideal choice for
coating new timber ﬂoors.

Duothane
Two Pack Polyurethane
Available in High Gloss
Regular or Fast Drying.

WATERBORNE COATINGS
•

A fast drying sealer

•

Single & 2 Pack
Available in Gloss, Satin
& Matt

These systems emit low VOC’s
but still retain the hardwearing
beneﬁts of solvent based
polyurethane.

POLISHES: Available in: Gloss & Satin

Proudly Australian Made

For quality,hard wearing & durable coatings use Urethane Coatings

www.urethanecoatings.com.au
Urethane Coatings
Head Ofﬁce: 2-4 Green Street
Banksmeadow NSW 2019 AUSTRALIA

Tel: +612 9666 3888
Fax: +612 9666 4805

Mark Webb - 0412 818 817

George Zavras - 0411 407 012

E: mark@urethanecoatings.com.au

E: george@urethanecoatings.com.au

